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ABSTRACT World Wide Web was originally meant as a global information exchange but it has since
then morphed into the largest available application platform. Especially during the past decade, mobile
usage has been rising while the size of websites and applications has been steadily rising therefore making
size an important target for optimization. In this article, we look into a new primitive called resumability.
Resumability allows developers to avoid caveats of earlier approaches, such as hydration, by embedding
some of the required data straight into HTML markup delivered to the client. Then the client resumes
execution as an application becomes interactive. The technique allows frameworks to apply well-known
techniques, such as code-splitting, automatically therefore reducing developer effort. By considering past
developments and a couple of concrete examples, we propose resumability as a new primitive for web
application development. Furthermore, we also discuss potential research directions for those wanting to
understand the topic in greater detail.

INDEX TERMS Hydration, JavaScript, multi-page applications, page size, resumability, single page
applications, software architecture, web application development, web performance, world wide web.

I. INTRODUCTION
Introduced in 1992, the World Wide Web was meant as
a global information exchange [1]. Since then, the web
has morphed into the largest application platform available,
reaching roughly two-thirds of the global population [2].
At the same time, the size of websites and the share of mobile
usage are constantly rising, as reported by [3] and [4]. It is
telling that in [3] data, the median page weight on desktop
grew from 669 kilobytes in March 2012 to 2060 kilobytes
in March 2022. The change has been more drastic on mobile,
and a nearly 600% increase in page size has been reported [3].
JavaScript contributes roughly one-third of the size, making
it the second biggest contributor after images and a clear
optimization target [3].

A. COST OF JAVASCRIPT
The cost of JavaScript is two-fold. In addition to having
a cost in terms of kilobytes to transfer, there is also a
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significant cost related to parsing and evaluating the code.1

Especially in a mobile environment, the cost is felt in terms
of reduced battery life due to increased processing. Due
to lower computational capacities, application performance
experienced by the user may be reduced. Due to the cost, any
reduction to the size of JavaScript has a considerable impact
on the end user, and even deferring the cost can be beneficial.

B. SINGLE PAGE APPLICATIONS
New solutions were needed as the web changed from a
content platform into an application platform over time. The
current mainstream option, Single Page Applications (SPAs),
was motivated by the need to develop highly interactive
solutions on top of the web [6] and SPAs came with many
clear benefits for both developers and users compared to
earlier models, such as Multi-Page Applications (MPAs).
SPAs also camewith new challenges related to Search Engine
Optimization (SEO), reliance on JavaScript, and high cost

1This is particularly true within a mobile environment when JavaScript
payloads are big enough [5].
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of loading [7]. Especially the cost of loading has become an
urgent issue.

C. NEED FOR RESEARCH AND SOLUTIONS IN THE SPACE
In [8], it was shown that most external resources are typically
loaded as render-blocking code. In contrast, only a small
portion of the code is used on the initial page load, implying
significant potential for performance improvements [8]. The
finding highlights the need for research and development in
the space.

D. EARLY POTENTIAL OF DISAPPEARING FRAMEWORKS
As discussed by [7], so-called disappearing frameworks
address challenges related to SPAs by addressing the problem
of shipping as little JavaScript to the client as possible.
It is not only frameworks that matter, but application code
specifically, as there is a concrete cost related to loading the
code. One of the possible techniques allowing developers to
load less and later is resumability.

E. RESUMABILITY ALLOWS DEVELOPERS TO LOAD LESS
JAVASCRIPT UPFRONT
Resumability addresses the cost of turning HTML markup
sent to the client into an interactive application by performing
some of the necessarywork beforehand on the server, handing
it over to the client, and then picking it up on demand.
In contrast, the current mainstream JavaScript frameworks
implement a hydration technique where JavaScript code is
required to turn a page interactive; it has to be shipped and
evaluated by the client, leading to a double cost [9]. Hydration
can be optimized through approaches, such as islands
architecture [10], but that does not solve the fundamental
issue of hydration fully that resumability avoids by changing
the axioms.

F. HOW CAN RESUMABILITY HELP TO ADDRESS THE
PROBLEM OF GROWING WEBSITE WEIGHT
Since website weight is a significant issue in web develop-
ment and resumability may be one of the key ways to address
it, we have formed the following research question:How does
resumability address the problem of growing website weight?

To understand how we arrived at the concept of resum-
ability and what motivated its development, we consider
the technical background in Section II. In the following
Section at III, we delve into the concept through the examples
of Sidewind and Qwik. Then, in Section IV, we consider
the implications of resumability and its potential for web
development. Finally, we conclude the article in Section V
and consider potential research directions.

II. BACKGROUND
To highlight why resumability is an important topic, we go
through the main ideas leading to the current mainstream
approaches in this section from the perspective of interactive
websites and applications.

A. EARLY STEPS TOWARDS INTERACTIVITY
The early web did not have a clear way to add interactivity
to websites. In 1995, Netscape Communications, one of
the early successful browser vendors, decided that the web
needed a scripting language [11]. The task was given to
Brendan Eich, who created an early version of JavaScript,
which, despite the name, did not have much to do with the
popular Java language [11]. The idea was that JavaScript
code would be combined with Java applets and other
components [12].

B. MULTI-PAGE APPLICATIONS
Early web applications were implemented using the MPA
model in which the application state lives on the server, and
each request from the client to the server reloads the page [6].
The model has several benefits as the initial cost of loading an
individual page can be low [13], SEO is easy [6], [13], there is
no dependency on JavaScript [6], [13], and security practices
are well understood [13]. For a highly interactive application,
MPA as a model is impractical due to its primary constraint
of maintaining the state on the server and refreshing a page
on state change.

C. SINGLE PAGE APPLICATIONS
In contrast to MPAs, SPAs do not rely on refreshing a page
on state change [13]. Instead, they maintain the application
state in the browser and update the user interface dynamically
based on user interaction [13]. As only transaction-related
data moves between the client and the server, the SPA model
can save bandwidth compared to MPAs [6] while coming
with an initial loading cost [13]. These characteristics make
SPAs ideal for long-running and complex web applications
where the initial loading time does not matter. SPAs have
challenges related to SEO [6], [13], [14], security [6], and
potentially routing [13] although the routing problem has
been largely solved by 2023.

Generally, SPA frameworks implement the following con-
cepts [7]: component abstraction, templating, and hydration.
Components provide a way to encapsulate markup and
potentially local state while templating solutions, such as
JSX [15], capture markup. The challenge is how to turn static
markup rendered by the server into an interactive application
suitable for a user, and that is where hydration comes in.
Hydration re-uses the existing DOM nodes, attaches event
handlers, and executes component logic [16].

D. CHALLENGES OF HYDRATION
By definition, hydration requires application component-
related code to run, as hydration is about re-running
application code to learn about the system’s state. In other
words, there is code to download, parse, and execute. Each of
these steps comes with an associated cost and is visible in the
initial loading cost related to using SPA. Using code-splitting
can defer the cost by allowing code to be loaded later [17].
It is important to note that this applies only to components
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FIGURE 1. The figure shows a page comparable in three configurations: SSR, progressive hydration, and islands architecture. All the components are
rendered together and then hydrated for the SSR option. In the case of progressive hydration, all the components are rendered, key components are
hydrated first, and the rest are then progressively hydrated. For islands architecture, static components are server-rendered HTML; a script executed on
the client side is required only for the interactive components [10].

not existing in the initial render tree, reducing the approach’s
usefulness. In other words, code-splitting may be used for
cases requiring user interaction or some other trigger, such
as an intersection observer.

Another option is to push work to build time, as in Static
Site Generation (SSG), where component markup is gener-
ated ahead of time and then served to the user [18]. Markup
generation can also occur during Server-Side Rendering
(SSR) or incremental server regeneration (ISR) passes [18].
Regardless of the approach used to generate the markup,
the hydration process remains the same, meaning earlier
drawbacks remain. Next.js framework is a notable example
as it implements these strategies and allows the developer to
choose between them depending on the use case [19].

Progressive hydration allows hydrating the most critical
components first while hydrating the rest later, although there
is a caveat in the sense that hydration must begin from
application root [10]. Islands architecture limits the problem
to specific dynamic islands loaded using a specific strategy
while treating the rest of the page as static [10]. It can be
argued that islands are not without their challenges, as you
have the problems of inter-island communication and page
navigation to consider.2 Figure 1 illustrates how the three
basic approaches to hydration differ.

III. RESUMABILITY
Resumability approaches the problem solved by hydration
from a different angle. Most importantly, resumability skips
the re-execution portion of hydration, given the component
boundaries, state, and event listeners are serialized into
HTML, and the client will then pick up from there [21].

2React Server Components address these problems in their way while
depending on a server [20].

Both hydration and resumability have to provide front-end
knowledge about the application. In hydration, the knowledge
is passed via the execution of application components, while
in resumability, the same is achieved by deserializing HTML.
Through serialization, resumability avoids a significant cost
related to hydration at the cost of having to provide the initial
starting point as HTML [22].

A. IMPLEMENTING RESUMABILITY
Technically, resumability is surprisingly simple to implement
as it boils down to how to resume state and execution
from HTML markup. In any case, a JavaScript runtime
is required. Simultaneously, a resumable approach can be
designed with progressive enhancement [23] in mind so
that the code will work even if JavaScript is disabled for
the client. Implementation-wise, the question is how much
work to do and how far to go. In the most straightforward
implementations, it is enough to figure out how to read
the state from HTML to a state container. More complex
implementations can do optimizations related to event
handling and code-splitting [17] for example, as those are
possible to do in a novel manner on top of resumability.

1) SIDEWIND - A RUNTIME LEVERAGING RESUMABILITY
Sidewind3 (2019) is an example of a library that leverages the
idea of resumability. Sidewind is a light4 state management
solution designed to be used directly within HTML using
specific directives modeled using HTML attributes and

3https://sidewind.js.org/
4The minified version of Sidewind is roughly 16 kilobytes, and the cost

can be reduced further to around 6 kilobytes by using gzip compression
during transmission. The implementation can be optimized further as the
current version includes all the functionality, and everything is loaded
eagerly.
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standard event handlers. Through resumability, a Sidewind-
based state container can restore its state from the HTML
markup. Sidewind fulfills the criteria for resumability by not
re-executing the application on the client and by serializing
state, listeners, and bindings to HTML.

The example below illustrates the syntax of Sidewind for
a case where execution is resumed in the frontend as it
constructs its state from HTML and then begins to operate on
the state as visible in the x binding that shows the loaded data
structure to the client. Due to the way state is included in the
initial HTML markup, the page can be considered to follow
the principle of progressive enhancement [24]. The benefit of
progressive enhancement is that the page would work to some
extent without JavaScript, making it more accessible, not to
mention potentially having SEO benefits.

<div x-state=‘‘{ todos: [] }’’>
<ul x-each=‘‘state.todos’’ x-ssr>
<li x-template>

<span x=‘‘state.value.text’’>Write</span>
<ul x-each=‘‘state.value.tags’’>

<li x-template x=‘‘state.value’’>
chore

</li>
</ul>

</li>
<li x-template>

<span x=‘‘state.value.text’’>Read</span>
<ul x-each=‘‘state.value.tags’’>
</ul>

</li>
</ul>
<div x=‘‘JSON.stringify(state.todos)’’></div>

</div>

It is important to note that Sidewind has no opinions
regarding how components should be created, so integrating
Sidewind within existing environments or developing your
abstractions to support it may be beneficial. There are also
no strong opinions on how events should be handled or how
more complex code should be loaded, as the developer can
decide how to handle these concerns.

2) RESUMABILITY CAN BE DECOUPLED FROM EVENT
HANDLING
Unlike in hydration-based approaches, resumability can be
decoupled from event handling. For example, in Qwik,5

one global event handler leverages browser event bubbling
behavior, and events are then activated by user interac-
tion [22]. Due to this feature, in Qwik, the amount of event
handlers specified by a developer does not contribute to the
application’s running cost. In Sidewind, the situation is not
as straightforward as the library leverages standard event
handlers. It is an implementation detail of whether or not a
single global event handler should be used.

Figure 2 illustrates the difference in the loading behavior
of hydration against resumability when the user wants to use
an interactive portion of a user interface, especially when a

5https://qwik.builder.io/

FIGURE 2. The figure illustrates how hydration and resumability differ in
loading behavior. While in the naïve hydration case, framework and
application code are loaded eagerly, in resumability, only runtime is
loaded initially, and application code can be loaded on demand. In the
image, the user intends to operate (1) the carousel component, and then
(2) the runtime shipped to the client downloads (3) the related code.
To provide more flexibility, a framework can let the developer adjust this
behavior to consider different use cases, such as mobile and low
bandwidth scenarios.

solution like Qwik is used. It is good to note that while the
hydrated case is loaded eagerly, the resumable case can be
loaded lazily on demand based on user interaction.

3) CODE-SPLITTING AS A FIRST-CLASS CITIZEN
To optimize application loading in hydration-based
approaches, code-splitting [17] is used to defer loading
based on interaction or some other trigger. In islands
architecture [10], a similar effect is achieved on an
architectural level. Resumability can enable more fine-
grained code-splitting than earlier approaches. For example,
Qwik leverages the dollar ($) character to signify a split point,
as in the example below adapted from [25].6

import * as qwik from ‘‘@builder.io/qwik’’;

export default qwik.component$(() => {
const count = qwik.useSignal(0);
return (

<div>
<span>Count: {count.value}</span>
<button onClick$={() => count.value++}>

Click
</button>

</div>
);

});

Due to its approach, Qwik’s code-splitting boundaries
can be small as they can exist for views, state, and event
handlers [25], unlike in earlier approaches limited to module,
typically component, boundaries. For more complex use
cases, Qwik allows developers to tune the behavior through a
Service Worker [26].

In the case of Sidewind, it is up to the developer to decide if
they want to leverage code-splitting at an event handler level.
Therefore, resumability can be seen as an enabler of granular

6Examining different code extraction patterns would worth studying on
its own in detail as what we cover here is only one option out of many.
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code-splitting, and as a concept, it does not guarantee it as it
is an implementation detail.

B. CHALLENGES OF IMPLEMENTING RESUMABILITY
As a new idea, implementing resumability comes with its
challenges. To keep the approach ergonomic, at least some
abstraction is required. In Sidewind runtime, the ergonomics
are somewhat solved by leveraging standard HTML. For
Qwik and Marko,7 the frameworks have opted for leveraging
a compiler that hides much of the complexity and enables
functionality, such as granular code-splitting. It can be argued
that the existence of a runtime or a compiler comes with
its complexity as there is more for developers to debug and
understand, as the code you write is not entirely what you
may evaluate in the browser. However, the same problem
applies to most mainstream frontend solutions as they rely
on techniques, such as transpilation, that transform code to a
form understandable by the browsers.

1) SERIALIZATION REQUIREMENTS CONSTRAIN A
RESUMABILITY-BASED SYSTEM
Given that resumability relies on the ability of the server to
serialize data into a format that the client can resume, that
gives a significant constraint for implementations. In other
words, data structures that cannot be serialized cannot
live in a resumable system. The same constraint does not
exist in hydration-based systems, and they can consume
non-serializable data without problems.

2) PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE CONSTRAINTS FOR
RESUMABILITY BASED SYSTEMS
When a resumability-focused library like Sidewind is used,
the main constraint between the server and the client is that
the server generates markup that the client-side runtime can
parse and restore as a JavaScript structure. Therefore, in this
case, the backend requirements are relatively light.

The situation is more complex for JavaScript frameworks
like Qwik or Marko as they allow developers to implement
backend logic. The situation is more constrained in these
cases as the backend requires a JavaScript runtime to work.
Simultaneously, developers can achievemorewithin the same
framework and may be able to implement the most vital parts
of web applications using these solutions.

C. POTENTIAL FOR ADOPTION BY FRAMEWORKS
For framework authors, resumability poses a challenge as it
means a framework has to be reimagined from the ground
up since underlying assumptions related to data loading
differ from hydration-based approaches. The main difference
concerns state management and how the state is loaded
progressively over time as needed. The biggest shift concerns
how a part of the state is serialized to the initial markup so
the client can resume on it. As a novel idea, there are limited
implementation examples in the wild. The biggest obstacle

7https://markojs.com/

to larger framework adoption is the compiler requirement for
ergonomics. However, a runtime-based alternative may be
viable up to a point, as shown by the example of Sidewind.

D. FRAMEWORKS AND LIBRARIES LEVERAGING
RESUMABILITY
Given that it is early days with resumability, possible ways
to implement it have not been fully explored as only a few
implementations exist. The main ones are Qwik, Wiz, and
Sidewind. Out of these three, not much is known about Wiz
as it is closed-source and not distributed publicly. In the
case of Marko, resumability is planned [27] but has not been
delivered yet. As a complete, compiled-based framework,
Qwik can extract split points automatically to build on
resumability. In contrast, Sidewind uses resumability only to
capture state from HTML, leaving code-splitting to the user.
Technically, it would likely be possible to build an entire
framework around it, however. It is too early to tell about how
Marko will implement resumability, but given they control
both client and server-side code in their solution, they will
likely find a good way to implement the idea.

To capture the currently available resumable frameworks
and libraries, Table 1 lists the options while considering
several attributes, including the streaming approach. The
streaming approach is one of the factors where the current
options differ, as their servers can stream content to the
client either in or out of order. The same can be said for the
templating approach.

E. EARLY EXPERIENCES WITH RESUMABILITY
As a new approach, there is little experience using resuma-
bility in practice. That said, early adoption is already visible,
in addition to early empirical evidence that shows the strength
of the approach.

1) EARLY ADOPTION OF RESUMABILITY IN APPLICATIONS
Early adoption of resumability has been visible in various
instances, including Gmail (Wiz, [28]), Google Photos (Wiz,
[28]), Google Search (Wiz, [28]), and eBay (Marko, [29]).
Further, Marko [30] and Qwik [31] based examples are
known to exist. It is safe to say that resumability is still
far from a mainstream idea. More implementations will
likely appear as resumability, and its benefits will be better
understood.

2) EARLY EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE
In [32], it was found that using Qwik can decrease the amount
of JavaScript shipped to the client compared to React. It was
noticed, however, that this comeswith a cost in terms of server
rendering time and build time during deployments [32]. The
early results of [33] imply that using Qwik gives benefits in
terms of the initial loading performance of an application. It is
good to note that both studies have limitations and may not
give the full picture as further work is required within the
domain, especially regarding continued application usage.
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TABLE 1. Resumable web application frameworks and libraries.

FIGURE 3. The figure shows how many websites using a specific JavaScript framework measured by Google have a portion of good
Core Web Vitals (CWV) value while using a mobile client. Astro and Qwik perform above the rest, while Qwik has consistently been
better than Astro, especially during the past few months. Similar results can be seen using a desktop client.

Google’s Core Web Vitals (CWV) [34] technology report
based on actual usage supports the initial findings and shows
that Qwik-based websites outperform the rest as seen in
Figure 3. It is good to note that there may be some bias in
the numbers as Google evaluated around a hundred sites for
Qwik while at least thousands for others [34]. The low figure
tells about Qwik’s early adoption; more accurate data may be
gained as it becomes more popular.

Similar results can be seen for Google’s median origin
Lighthouse score and page weight, as Qwik is either leading
or near leading in either case [34]. Astro8 framework with its
islands architecture can deliver pages with low page weight,
or it is used for sites with a low page weight, and the same
could be argued for Qwik. Based on the results alone, it is
difficult to tell which case might be true, and as mentioned,

8https://astro.build/

there may be bias in the numbers due to the low sample size
for Astro and Qwik relative to other options.

F. MAIN DIFFERENCES BETWEEN HYDRATION AND
RESUMABILITY
Table 2 captures the main differences between hydration and
resumability to allow contrasting approaches and to recap the
main points presented in this article.

IV. DISCUSSION
Although current mainstream solutions, such as SPAs, allow
us to develop complex, interactive applications, they do
not address the cost of website size and loading as their
primary axioms. Rather, developers must try to address it
independently through techniques like code-splitting [17];
even then, the results can be suboptimal. By changing the
viewpoint, resumability provides another direction that may
yield better results without additional effort for developers.
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TABLE 2. Main differences between hydration and resumability.

A. RESUMABILITY CAN HELP TO ADDRESS THE COST OF
WEBSITE SIZE
Resumability can address the cost issue of websites at the
tooling or library level while making websites faster to load.
In resumability, the server serializes data to the markup,
allowing the client to resume execution as needed. The
main difference is that in a hydration-based approach, the
client has to construct the state of the client independently,
therefore adding cost to the approach. The shift enables code-
splitting [17] as an architectural concern that the developers
do not have to think about unless they prefer to, as prefetching
can become a configurable aspect of an application [26].

B. RESUMABLE RUNTIMES CAN PROVIDE AN
INTERMEDIATE STEP TOWARDS COMPILERS
As an intermediate solution, resumability can be adopted
through a runtime-based approach at the cost of losing
automatic code-splitting. A runtimemay be easier to integrate
into an existing project than a compiler-based solution,
providing an alternative to a full refactor or an interim step
towards one.

C. CAN MAINSTREAM FRAMEWORKS ADOPT
RESUMABILITY?
One of the open questions is whether current mainstream
frameworks can or should leverage resumability or will the
concept be adopted solely by new frameworks and libraries.
Technically, it is diametrically opposite to the concept of
hydration implemented by many of the frameworks, meaning
implementing resumability would represent a major change
and shift in thinking while coming with the constraints
related to serialization requirements. Therefore implementing
resumability in an existing framework may represent a
breaking change.

D. OTHER WAYS TO ACCESS THE COST OF WEBSITE SIZE
The cost of web application size can be potentially mitigated
by leveraging external tools, as shown by [35]. The tools,
Waiter and AUTRATAC9 can apply code-splitting on existing
codebases and therefore defer loading. In [35], it was

9Both tools are available through GitHub via https://github.com/
waiter-and-autratac/WaiterAndAUTRATAC

shown that the tools improve First Contentful Paint (FCP),
particularly at slower network speeds. The important point
to make is that in [35] the total execution time matched
the original JavaScript, but it was loaded with less render-
blocking, which is a major improvement by itself.

The development of external tooling seems like another
promising way to address the cost of websites. It can be
argued that techniques like resumability may provide better
results out of the box. However, adopting better techniques
may not be feasible in many cases, meaning there is value in
finding solutions that fit existing projects with minimal effort.

Although the directions of resumability and external
tooling feel orthogonal, there may be some cases where
both resumability and external tooling may be used together,
as resumability does not imply automatic code-splitting.
External tooling could bring the technique to use cases where
only resumability is leveraged initially, especially when only
a resumable runtime is used.

V. CONCLUSION
In this article, we sought to answer the question How does
resumability address the problem of growingwebsite weight?.
Based on [3], we know that site weight, and consequently
the weight of JavaScript execution, is a considerable
problem. Although SPAs have enabled developers to build
unprecedented, interactive experiences on top of the web
platform, they do not address the size problem as a first-
class citizen. Instead, the developers have to optimize their
applications using techniques such as code-splitting [17] and
memoization [36], and it can be argued that the results may
not be ideal even then as they push the problem to developers
and may not provide granular enough control. The problem is
that optimization techniques do not address the eager nature
of hydration. Resumability helps to address the site weight
issue by avoiding eager execution and provides one potential
direction for solving the problem of growing web application
size.

A. POTENTIAL RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
As a new approach, many open research questions exist
related to resumability. These can be categorized within
approach, developer, and user-facing directions.
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1) APPROACH RELATED DIRECTIONS
When it comes to resumability as an approach, there are
several levels of validation to be done:

1) Performance against hydration - especially perfor-
mance against hydration using a real-life use case is
interesting to study to see how the approach scales since
hydration is the incumbent approach and the one to
beat.10

2) Cost per request - given there is more work to be
done by the server by definition, it may make sense
to measure the cost per request against established
approaches. Reference [32] provided initial insight into
the topic, but more research is needed. It is possible
that common techniques, such as caching, maymitigate
some of the server costs.

3) Continued usage of an application and impact on the
overall performance - [37] did an initial study on
the topic, although the results were inconclusive and
not easy to reproduce. While initial loading matters,
so does long-term use since we are talking about web
applications that may have a long lifecycle in the client
browser.

2) DEVELOPER FACING DIRECTIONS
Even if the approach is technically sound, there are open
questions related to developer ergonomics and adoption:

1) Developer eXperience (DX) - the underlying assump-
tion is that it helps when familiar concepts, such as
components, are leveraged. Still, it is unavoidable that
adoption resumability implies learning and perhaps
changing development practices. As seen by the
examples in this article, some additional syntax may
have to be learned, and possibly, the development
mindset has to be adjusted.

2) Adoption in established projects - it is unclear how
easy it is to adopt resumability in ongoing projects.
The assumption is that runtimes can help, but not all
benefits may be gained. That is where external tooling,
such as [35], can come into play to defer loading as
much as possible with fully resumable frameworks.

3) Migration strategies - migration is a related aspect as,
in some cases, it may be preferable to move from
the current framework to a resumable one, and a
certain cost is involved. There are also open questions
related to which migration strategies make sense and
can or should resumable approaches be used next to
contemporary ones.

4) Adoption for new projects - as shown by Qwik, the
framework took care to build on existing technology,
such as JSX. The question is, how easy is it to start
a project with a resumable project, and is there a cost
relative to established frameworks?

10For example, https://www.builder.io/ could be compared against
https://www.builder.io/?render=next as the site has been implemented using
both Qwik and Next.js.

5) Adoption by new frameworks - assuming resumability
is a worthwhile idea, more frameworkswill likely adopt
it. The question is, what are the obstacles related to
implementing the idea? Furthermore, is it possible that
established frameworks could implement resumabil-
ity? Which are the directions where frameworks can
develop unique advantages over others?

6) Scalability - given projects tend to grow over time,
one of the main factors to consider is the scal-
ability of the approach in terms of development
and payloads delivered to the client. By definition,
resumability should scale well as work can be
deferred on an architectural level, but this should
be validated to show what happens when a project
grows.

7) Code complexity - as resumability brings new con-
straints to how code should be developed, it may affect
code complexity. The complexity of resumable code
may be worth considering.

3) USER-FACING DIRECTIONS
The user perspective is perhaps the most vital one, as it
directly impacts web application usage and has a direct
business impact. The main direction to study is User
eXperience (UX) - the question is how adopting resumability
affects UX. Early results by [34] imply that resumability
improves UX, but further validation is needed.
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